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Preface:
The Camp David research project of the Menachem Begin Heritage Center was
initiated in 2001 with the objective of presenting a comprehensive analysis of he
events leading to the 1979 Peace Treaty between Israel and Egypt. While many
books and articles have been published on this topic, much of the analysis is highly
speculative, reflecting in part the limited access to the protocols and documents from
this intense period of diplomatic activity. As Prime Minister Begin did not publish any
memoirs and gave few interviews, and central Israeli documents from his
government remain classified, the Israeli perspective on these events has been
largely unknown and unexplored. Thus, this project is designed to fill an important
gap in our understanding.
The following monograph is the “first fruit” of this project, and according to Jewish
tradition, it is appropriate to recite the blessing of “shehechiyanu” in thanks for being
able to reach this important milestone. Our focus is on one of the most complex and
crucial dimensions of these negotiations – the relationship between Prime Minister
Begin and President Carter, and their respective contributions to the outcome. As
will be seen in the text, the evidence uncovered and the resulting analysis lead to
new and quite different perspectives.
Reflecting the vast volume of material that has been and continues to be gathered by
the research team of the Menachem Begin Heritage Center, this monograph is
necessarily limited in scope. We do not claim to have delved into all of the complex
issues of these negotiations, or to have written the last word. On the contrary, this is
only the first publication in the series, and our hope is to be able to present additional
analyses dealing with the other key dimensions.
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WHERE CREDIT IS DUE:
RECLAIMING BEGIN’S CONTRIBUTION TO MAKING PEACE
GERALD M. STEINBERG
The signing of the Egyptian-Israeli peace treaty in 1979 and its subsequent
implementation remains the most important achievement in decades of otherwise
largely barren negotiations and diplomatic activity. These events ended thirty years
of bitter and costly warfare, and reflected the skills of Menachem Begin, Anwar
Sadat, and Jimmy Carter as well as their commitment to transforming the conflict
between their nations. Begin’s willingness to accept the risks and uncertainties
inherent in relinquishing territory occupied in the 1967 war and bitterly fought over
just six years later, and his decision to remove Israeli settlements and strategic airforce bases in exchange for what his critics derided as “a piece of paper”, was an
outstanding and highly unusual act of statesmanship. In parallel, Sadat’s
perseverance in breaking the wall of Arab rejectionism, and to realize that the path to
peace that Egypt needed in order to recover from decades of devastating warfare
began in Jerusalem through direct dialogue with Israel, remains unparalleled. The
treaty that was negotiated with U.S. mediation, and the intense involvement of
President Jimmy Carter, in particular, put an end to the series of major wars between
Israel and Egypt, keeping the armies off the battlefield for 25 years, despite periods
of very cold relations.
The negotiation process was by no means straightforward, and for students of
diplomacy and international relations, the efforts to understand and explain the
events continue. While many personal memoirs were written by participants, and a
number of more distant analysis have been published, numerous ambiguities remain
and different interpretations persist. In addition, as often happens , some of the
broadly accepted explanations and analyses have turned out, under more detailed
examination, to be inconsistent with the evidence, or embellished with the passage of
time. Questionable analyses have led to some basic misunderstandings of the
negotiation in what has come to be known as the “Camp David model”, and these
have very costly implications for efforts to apply this experience elsewhere. The
most notable, but by no means only example, is the July 2000 effort by the Clinton
Administration to broker a permanent status agreement between Israel and the
Palestinian Authority.
A prominent dimension of this distortion portrays Jimmy Carter as the grand
architect and essential mediator, Anwar Sadat as a uniquely creative if somewhat
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eccentric statesman, while Menachem Begin is often relegated to a recalcitrant
participant. The U.S. and Carter provided an essential element in the process,
particularly in mediating the differences and shouldering the multi-billion costs of
relocating Israeli bases and other requirements. But at the same time, Begin’s
intense activities, passionate convictions, and leadership skills, paving the way for
and initiating the process that led to Sadat’s visit to Jerusalem and the eventual
peace agreement, have been marginalized in these histories, and replaced in many
versions by Carter’s often hostile image of Begin as “an insurmountable obstacle to
further progress”1. Brzezinski writes about Carter’s “high esteem for Sadat”, after he
had “gone out on a limb in order to promote peace in the region”, while “Begin was
busily sawing the limb off."2
In contrast, as a detailed examination of the record clearly demonstrates,
without Begin’s political proficiency and determination to achieve a successful
outcome, Sadat would probably never have come to Jerusalem; and after Sadat’s
visit, the initiative would have ended quickly, and the Camp David summit could
never have taken place. Moshe Arens, who had fundamental differences with
Begin’s policies and voted against ratification of the Peace Treaty, acknowledges that
“It was Begin who entered the Prime Minister’s office determined to find a way to
arrive at a peace settlement with Egypt. Begin went to Romania, talked to Ceaucescu
and to everyone he could corner to somehow get this process going. I think without
that determination, without that quest on his part, that the peace process would not
have taken off.”3
Nevertheless, the distortions and the negative portrayals of Begin’s role
continue, particularly in Carter’s public activities and media appearances, including a
conference at the Woodrow Wilson Institute in Washington DC marking the 25th
anniversary of the Camp David talks. In contrast, Menachem Begin left office in
1983, exhausted, ill and burdened by the Lebanon war, and until his death in 1992,
he failed to record his version of events onto the public record. Instead of
recognizing Begin’s central role, the Israeli contribution to peace making is often
credited to Moshe Dayan, who served as Foreign Minister, and Ezer Weizmann, who
was the Defense Minister during this period.4 Both enjoyed close relations with the
media, and were active from the beginning in proclaiming (and embellishing) their
contributions in this unique peace process. As a result, the detailed accounts of the
negotiation process written by Israeli journalists were heavily influenced by these
accounts.5
However, a careful and thorough examination of the evidence reveals a far
more complex and significantly different picture. As the following analysis will
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demonstrate, the successes of the 1977-1979 Egyptian-Israeli peace process were
also characterized by fundamental errors and fundamental shortcomings and errors
on the part of the Carter Administration and the course of the American intervention
and mediation efforts. Indeed, the evidence indicates that this process began when
Begin and Sadat agreed on the necessity of detouring around the Cater
Administration’s entirely unrealistic attempts to impose a comprehensive peace
package as highlighted by joint U.S.-Soviet sponsorship of an unworkable Geneva
conference.6
Later, as the American role was reasserted, Carter’s strong differences with
Begin, reflecting contrasting interests, as well as conflicting historical and moral
perceptions of the Arab-Israeli conflict, and the inability of the American
administration to understand the democratic framework of Israeli politics, greatly
complicated the negotiations, and almost led to their failure. Carter and his aides
had great difficulty comprehending the complex interaction between principled
ideological commitment and careful pragmatic calculation of the Israeli national
interest that were the core elements in Begin’s leadership. On a number of
occasions, following intense discussions with Begin, Carter entirely misrepresented
Begin’s carefully chosen words, either deliberately or due to gross misunderstanding.
This occurred most infamously in the discussion of a proposed “freeze on settlement
construction” during the final late-night session of the Camp David summit. Carter’s
claim that the late Israeli Prime Minister had lied7 is unsupported by the evidence,
which, as will be demonstrated in the following analysis, leads to the conclusion that,
in addition to the impact of vast cultural and other differences between the leaders,
Carter bears primary responsibility for the conflict with Begin.
A second distortion, which in many ways is a consequence of the first, claims
that the fundamental Israeli concessions that made the peace agreement possible –
both respect to full withdrawal from the Sinai, including the dismantling of settlements
and military bases, and on Palestinian autonomy – were essentially achieved behind
Begin’s back. In this version of history, Dayan, Weizmann, and Attorney General
Aharon Barak are credited with negotiating the fundamental terms of the Camp David
framework agreement, and their further development in the final stage of negotiations
that took place in the six months that followed.8 In contrast, in many of the accounts
Begin at Camp David (and after) is portrayed as out of touch, isolated, “under siege”
(b’matzor in Hebrew, as used in the title of journalist Uzi Benziman’s book9) sulking,
and defiant.10 At the time, Carter and his aides, as well as most analysts, claimed
and continue to assert that the personal antipathy between Begin and Sadat required
(or justified) the adoption of a strategy in which direct discussions with Begin were
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largely avoided.
Instead, the record shows that Begin’s role was central and indispensable at
each of the critical junctures in the negotiations. As Prime Minister, he demonstrated
the extraordinary range of leadership capabilities necessary to lead Israel in very
delicate and complex situations.11 The evidence, as will be demonstrated in the
following analysis, clearly does not support the image of Begin as a secondary figure,
only marginally involved in negotiations and peace making. Instead, throughout this
process, it was Begin who grappled with the very difficult decisions, weighing options
and their implications, from his intense efforts to open a direct channel to Sadat
through the painful order to dismantle the Israeli settlements in the Sinai.
From this perspective, Israeli decision making, led by Begin, will be shown to
generally follow the rational decision making model (despite flaws and exceptions)
developed by academics such as Schelling, Ury and Fisher, Raiffa, etc. 12 This
model, based on assessment of perceptions of both national and domestic political
interests and environments, on the part of Begin, Sadat, and Carter, provides the
most convincing framework for explaining the process and outcome of these
negotiations. As Janice Gross Stein, Shibley Telhami, and other analysts have
shown, these factors, particularly the economic, social and political costs of the 1973
war, and the resulting threat of instability (specifically for the Egyptian regime), were
instrumental in creating the framework in which the exploration of the change in
relations began.13
Furthermore, the mythology of Egyptian-Israeli peace making includes claims
that when Begin negotiated and accepted the terms of the two Camp David
frameworks and the March 1979 Peace Treaty, he was abandoning his long-held
principles and essentially renouncing the positions he had taken as head of the
opposition for many years. In some versions of this claim, Begin capitulated to the
pressures from Dayan, Weizman, and Barak, in close coordination with Carter.14 In
other versions, Begin accepted and adapted to the realities of the responsibility of the
office of Prime Minister of Israel, as well as the constraints of both the external and
domestic environments. (In the academic theories of negotiation process, skills
needed to maneuver carefully between the complex domestic and external political
constraints are developed in Putnam’s “two level bargaining game”.15)
However, as we shall demonstrate in the following analysis, Begin’s positions
regarding core issues and the Israeli national interest did not change. First as a
member of the 1967-1970 national emergency and unity governments under Levi
Eshkol and Golda Meir, and then as head of the opposition through 1977, Begin
demanded that any territorial withdrawal from Sinai or the Golan Heights be based on
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a full-fledged peace treaty, and not on partial non-belligerency agreements that were
considered by Labor Party governments. At the same time, in contrast to Israeli
control of the Sinai and Golan Heights, which were negotiable within Begin’s
specified requirements, Judea and Samaria embodied the “inalienable historic rights
of the Jewish people”, and not negotiable. On the basis of these principles, Begin
accepted the cabinet decision based on the exchange of “land for peace” following
the June 1967 war.16 He did not alter these positions in negotiations with Sadat, as
can be seen in the core elements of the 1978 Camp David framework agreement and
the 1979 peace treaty.
1) CARTER AND BEGIN –CONFLICTING INTERESTS AND DISTORTED IMAGES
The tense and often conflictual relations between President Jimmy Carter and
Prime Minister Menachem Begin can be traced, in the first instance, to the
substantive clashes between Washington and Jerusalem beginning with Carter’s
election, when the Labor Party held power in Israel, and Yitzhak Rabin was Prime
Minister. In this early stage, in addition to repeating the pledges that the U.S. would
continue to ensure Israel’s ability to defend itself, Carter’s frequent declarations of
sympathy with Palestinian suffering17, (often followed by damage-limiting efforts to
balance this impact with a routine pledge of American support for Israel’s security
and survival) created tensions with Israel. Carter’s extreme propensity for detailed
but poorly informed public outbursts on sensitive issues, combined with a lack of
understanding of important details added more danger signs.18 In addition, his
blatant effort to court the more radical and tyrannical Arab regimes in Syria and Saudi
Arabia, and his one-sided arms control policies blocking some Israeli military sales
while continuing U.S. sales of advanced weapons to Arab countries contributed to
the tensions between Jerusalem and Washington.19 Following the close (if not
always harmonious) working relationship with Kissinger, the combination of
substantive, cultural, and personality differences between Rabin and Carter was
“disastrous”, and Carter and his administration were seen as inexperienced,
incompetent, and pro-Palestinian.20
Into this already difficult relationship, Begin’s and the Likud’s “surprise”
election victory on May 17 1977 added yet another level of complexity, for which
Carter and his administration were largely unprepared. This marked the first time in
29 years of Israeli independence that a party other than Labor (in various forms) led
the government. Begin and Likud replaced familiar figures such as Golda Meir,
Allon, Rabin, and Eban. Despite Begin’s important role during the emergency and
unity governments formed from 1967 through 1970, and his subsequent impact as
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head of the opposition afterwards, he was clearly unknown to the State Department
and to officials of the Carter Administration, and visa versa. Begin’s decision to
appoint Moshe Dayan as Foreign Minister was designed, in part, to insure continuity
and provide experience, but on key issues, the U.S. still had to deal directly with
Begin, as was demonstrated repeatedly throughout the negotiations in the following
two years.
As Steven Spiegel (author of The Other Arab-Israeli Conflict) reports,
Washington “had not anticipated his victory in the May elections.”21 In his memoirs,
Carter wrote that following the elections, “Israeli citizens, the American Jewish
community and I were shocked. None of us knew what to expect".22 This response
demonstrates the degree to which Carter and America’s foreign policy officials were
poorly informed regarding Israeli domestic politics. Although the signs of a possible
change in government were visible, in the form of a steady decline in support for
Labor following the 1973 Yom Kippur War and corruption scandals, as well as the
rising power of the Sephardi population, which strongly supported Begin and Likud,
all of this was missed by Middle East policy makers and analysts in the U.S.
Whatever limited knowledge they had regarding Begin and Herut was based
largely on the often distorted and hostile images presented by his political and
ideological opponents in Israel. Thus, from the beginning, interactions between the
Begin and Carter administrations were (dis)colored by terms such as “extremist” and
“terrorist”. Yaakov Bar-Siman-Tov (from Hebrew University) observes that Begin’s
domestic opponents “habitually maligned him as irresponsible and lacking political
understanding, and persistently warned that his coming to power would entail war
and bloodshed.”23 Many years later, Carter’s images have not changed, and he
continues to refer to Begin ”as a right wing radical leader”. 24
In sharp contrast to the highly politicized portrayal of Begin as a “war monger”
and “extreme nationalist”, in reality, as soon as he became Prime Minister, Begin
placed the objective of securing a stable peace with Egypt at the top of his agenda.25
Yehuda Avner reports that from his first day in office, “Begin spent his every waking
hour transmitting hush-hush feelers to Arab rulers and elaborating a plan for peace”,
based on his own hand-written "Framework for the Peace-Making Process".26 The
decision to appoint Moshe Dayan as Foreign Minister was designed to expedite and
highlight this goal27, and from the beginning, Begin took a number of highly visible
steps designed to open up direct channels to Sadat and to signal a serious interest in
negotiating a full peace agreement. In the aftermath of the 1973 war, Sadat had
demonstrated an unprecedented willingness to negotiate limited agreements with
Israel, based on indirect discussions conducted through Kissinger and the U.S.
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government.28 Begin had always insisted on face-to-face negotiations based on
publicly acknowledged mutual acceptance, the principle of equality, and formal
treaties, and these objectives formed the core of his policy as Prime Minister. At the
end of August, following insistent invitations from Rumania with hints of links to
Sadat, Begin went to check for himself, and dispatched Dayan (and other security
officials) to New Delhi, Teheran, London (for a meeting with Jordan’s King
Hussein)29, and to Morocco (for meetings with King Hassan) to explore peace
options. However, these actions and declarations, including Begin’s detailed
statement on this strategy in the Knesset upon presenting his government on June
2030, apparently went unheard and unnoticed in Washington.31
From the Israeli perspective, the Carter Administration was clearly and
increasingly problematic. Jimmy Carter – a former governor of Georgia –won the
1976 nomination and election in large part as a Washington outsider to remove all
traces of the Watergate scandal and the Vietnam War that had dominated the Nixon
years. Carter, and most of his closest political aides were neophytes in the realm of
international politics, and had very little understanding or experience in the Middle
East32, but the new President was obsessed with resolving the Arab-Israeli conflict.
According to Ambassador Samuel Lewis, “He came to office with the idea that
achieving peace in the Middle East was going to be his highest goal, and he set out
the day after he took office to try to reach it.” 33 Carter’s Baptist background and his
commitment to civil rights in the U.S. were expressed in a “missionary effort to bring
peace to the Holy Land”34.
Carter’s support for “the legitimate needs of the Palestinians” and the
adoption of the framework published in the Brookings report redefined the U.S. task
as providing an even-handed approach to negotiations, in contrast to being the
primary guarantor of Israel’s survival. (These two goals were viewed as consistent in
Washington, but for many Israeli policy makers and analysts, American “even
handedness” left Israel without any allies.) In March 1977, shortly after he was
elected, he told a local political gathering in Massachusetts that he endorsed a
“homeland for the Palestinian refugees”, essentially putting the PLO and the issue of
Palestinian independence squarely onto the U.S. agenda, and without any
consultations with Israel or with Jordan on this fundamental change in policy.35 (In
December 1973, and again in an MOU linked to the second Sinai disengagement
agreement, Kissinger pledged that as long as the PLO rejected UN Security Council
Resolution 242 and Israel's right to exist, the U.S. government would refuse to
recognize or talk to the PLO.36) In addition, the Carter administration had a strong
ideological dislike to the use force to promote diplomatic objectives37 and sought to
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promote disarmament at different levels. On this basis, in February 1977, Secretary
of State Vance stunned Prime Minister Rabin during their first meeting by announcing
that the new administration had decided to renege unilaterally on the agreement to
sell cluster bombs to Israel. In Rabin’s view, “if it is cluster bombs today, tomorrow it
will be something else.”38 In contrast to Kissinger’s studied step-by-step approach39,
that produced two disengagement agreements with Egypt and the first such accord
with Syria, the Carter Administration returned to the previous (and unsuccessful)
efforts to broker a comprehensive settlement to the Arab-Israeli conflict. As Touval
notes, such attempts, from Bernadotte through Jarring, were “overambitious”.40 But
Carter and his advisors did not share this analysis, and their Middle East policy
sought to resolve all the issues, based on the assumption that Palestinian selfdetermination was the key to peace, stability, and insuring American interests. This
messianic approach was taken “almost verbatim”41 from the plan published by the
Brookings Institution (a think tank closely affiliated with the Democratic Party), in
which Brzezinski played a central role.42 Indeed, it would not be an exaggeration to
conclude that the Carter administration was obsessed with these issues, and, as
Spiegel notes, saw Middle East peace as the equivalent of world peace.43
These positions were reinforced by Carter’s extreme concern about the
prospects of another war and Arab oil boycott, which had greatly disrupted the U.S.
economy, and whose aftershocks were still being felt. Avoiding such a boycott
became a primary goal, or even obsession in the Carter White House, and ArabIsraeli peace, to be gained primarily through pressure on Israel and full cooperation
with the Saudis, was perceived as the best way to achieve this. 44 As Jonathan
Rynhold (Bar Ilan University) notes, the Carter administration sought to improve
America’s standing in the Arab world and Israel was viewed as a strategic liability to
the US. “The main aim of US policy was to pressure Israel into making territorial
concessions in order to facilitate peace under US auspices. That way, the US would
get the credit for such compromises in the Arab world. This ‘Arabist’ approach saw
the resolution of the Palestinian problem as central to America's interest in regional
stability.”45
Thus, when the administration assumed office in January 1977, it moved to
implement these goals through acceleration and expansion of the measures that had
been started by Henry Kissinger following the 1973 war. Kissinger developed the
concept of the loosely knit Geneva conference at an earlier stage as a means of
creating a single platform (at least symbolically) in which the Arab countries could sit
and jointly discuss issues with Israel, thus providing at least de facto recognition,
while at the same time avoiding the syndrome of allowing the most radical element to
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veto progress in each bilateral relationship. In December 1973, Kissinger’s Geneva
conference efforts were upset when the Syrian chose to stay home, but Carter
resurrected this framework and made it the cornerstone of his Middle East and
foreign policy46, including increased cooperation with the Soviet Union as a full, and
perhaps even equal partner. Under these conditions, from Israel’s perspective,
Carter’s proposed Geneva conference would bring the Soviets back in, after
Kissinger had worked hard and successfully to keep Moscow out of the process. (In
contrast to Kissinger, who talked about superpower cooperation and manipulated the
symbols, while acting in the opposite manner47, the new administration took such
language seriously.) In addition, the Carter approach to Geneva would also allow the
most radical Arab states (specifically Syria) to determine an Arab consensus, and
force Israel to accept a direct role for the PLO terrorists, which, in turn would lead to
a PLO-led state controlled by Yassir Arafat.48
The preliminary discussions on these issues during the first few months of the
Carter administration were held with Prime Minister Rabin and the Labor government
in Israel. Already in this stage, bilateral relations were tepid, at best, and at times,
extremely difficult. And this shaky foundation was rattled further following Begin’s
victory in the Israeli elections of May 1977. Yet, before any knowledge of the new
government could be gathered, and before a strategy could be carefully conceived in
Washington, the Carter Administration sought to define the policy parameters
unilaterally. In June, the State Department sought to preempt discussions by
declaring that all territories, “including the West Bank” are to be included in
forthcoming negotiations.49 This intense dispute on core objectives did not provide
an auspicious beginning in the relationship between Begin and Carter.
As noted above, Begin entered office with his own carefully considered
concepts of how to proceed towards a peace process that would provide long-term
stability and security for Israel. Begin immediately tasked Dayan with preparing a
memorandum analyzing likely developments and conditions “considered essential for
a just and lasting peace”. Dayan’s June 24 outline presented options for a staged
process, with parallel tracks on each front, with major territorial concessions in the
Sinai, in a peace agreement with Egypt, and on the Golan Heights with respect to
Syria. In Judea and Samaria, in contrast, Dayan’s memo did not envision or
advocate any diminution of Israeli military and political control.50 However, as
Defense Minister following the 1967 war, Dayan advocated and implemented a
combination of functionalist cooperative frameworks with the Palestinians and with
Jordan, and Begin was fully cognizant of this approach.
Begin’s concept differed fundamentally from Carter’s assumption that Israeli
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withdrawal to the pre-1967 lines was the key to peace, (with the possibility perhaps of
minor territorial adjustments, and some different arrangements for Jerusalem). In the
Carter Administration version, the time frame was somewhat flexible, and could last
for up to five years, or, in some versions, even longer, but the principle of withdrawal
and dismantling of settlements was not negotiable. The Palestinians would receive a
homeland and self-determination, with the issue of sovereignty or perhaps federation
with Jordan left open for negotiation.
For Begin, in contrast, most of this package was fundamentally unacceptable,
and rather than leading to peace, would increase the threats to Israel’s survival. As
noted above, Begin and the sector of the Israeli public that he represented, (the
majority, based on the election results and his selection as Prime Minister), was
committed to maintaining the Israeli presence in Judea and Samaria (Gaza was of
lesser importance, but not readily separable). These areas that were seen as vital to
Israeli security and survival, encompassed the Biblical heartland of the Jewish
people, and were not negotiable, regardless of the stakes involved. On this basis,
Begin’s policies can be understood as fully consistent with the commitment to pursue
the Israeli interest in a peace treaty with Egypt, but not at any price.
As had become customary over the years, new Israeli Prime Ministers went to
Washington shortly after entering office, and on July 19, Begin met with Carter and
other officials in the new administration. Yehuda Avner, a diplomat who served as an
aide to both Prime Minister Rabin in 1976-7, and continued in this position under
Begin, has written a detailed account of this critical meeting, and it bears repeating in
detail because so much of the Begin-Carter relationship over the following three
years was presaged to a major degree in this initial interaction. The encounter began
with a highly unusual (for Carter) emphasis on pomp and circumstance in the form of
a “flamboyant ceremony fit for a king, replete with a 19-gun salute, a march-past of
all the armed services, and a choreographed parade of the Army Old Guard Fife and
Drum Corps in the white livery of the Revolutionary War…”51 Former U.S.
Ambassador Samuel Lewis observed, "The president was persuaded that in dealing
with Begin honey would get him a lot further than vinegar."
As should have been understood from the beginning, Carter’s manipulative
flattery and patronizing approach did not prevent Begin from holding his ground, and
presenting a passionate statement on the “inalienable rights of the Jewish people to
Eretz Yisrael.” Begin prepared for this meeting with great intensity, reportedly
believing that “once Carter understood that the Land of Israel had been liberated, he
would understand.”52 Avner observed that “This being the first summit between a
Likud premier and an American president, Menachem Begin was determined that
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Jimmy Carter hear first-hand what he stood for. Secretary of State Cyrus Vance, an
unruffled man as a rule, became quite agitated upon hearing that Judea, Samaria,
and the Gaza Strip were not to be relinquished. He contended that this would put pay
to any plan for a Geneva peace conference.” Carter, replied "Mr. Prime Minister, my
impression is that your insistence on your rights over the West Bank and Gaza would
be regarded as an indication of bad faith. It would be a signal of your apparent
intention to make the military occupation of these areas permanent. …. It would be
incompatible with my responsibilities as President of the United States if I did not put
this to you as bluntly and as candidly as I possibly can."53
The tension between Carter and Begin was exacerbated by the simplistic
transfer of the experience from the US civil rights struggle to the Middle East conflict
and Palestinian suffering. Carter's general emphasis on human rights in foreign
policy led him to stress what he defined as "the deprivation of Palestinian rights,
which was contrary to the basic moral and ethical principles of both our countries."
Carrying the analogy further, Carter and many of his aides, (including UN
Ambassador Andrew Young), saw the key to peace in the form of civil rights for
Palestinians, including "the right to assemble and to debate the issues that affected
their lives..."54
Begin’s image was totally reversed. He had dedicated his entire life, decades
before he became Prime Minister, to bringing an end to Jewish suffering, and
insuring that the generations of discrimination, hatred, genocide, and now, Arab
terror would not be allowed to prevail. Begin was convinced that Carter, a man of
deep religious conviction and moral passion, would quickly understand the
vulnerability of the Jewish nation and the moral justice reflected in Israel’s responses.
For Begin, it was not Arab suffering that Carter should be addressing, but that of the
Jewish people and Israel.
Thus, Begin waited and began his reply slowly. "…What you have just heard
about the Jewish people's inherent rights to the Land of Israel may seem academic to
you…. But not to my generation. To my generation of Jews these eternal bonds are
indisputable and incontrovertible truths, as old as recorded time. They touch upon the
very core of our national being. For we are an ancient homecoming nation. Ours is
an almost biblical generation of suffering and courage. Ours is the generation of
Destruction and Redemption. Ours is the generation that rose up from the bottomless
pit of Hell….. We lost a third of our people in one generation - mine. One-and-a-half
million of them were children - ours. No one came to our rescue. We suffered and
died alone. We could do nothing about it. But now we can. Now we can defend
ourselves." 55
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Begin then unfolded a detailed map to explain the reasons why withdrawal to
the 1949 armistice (“Green”) line would be suicidal. "Gentlemen, there is no going
back to those lines. No nation in our merciless and unforgiving neighborhood can be
rendered so vulnerable and survive….Sir, I take an oath before you in the name of
the Jewish people - this will never ever happen again." Avner reports that Begin’s
lips began to tremble. “Unseeingly, he stared at the map, struggling to blink back the
tears. He clenched his fists and pressed them so tightly against the tabletop, his
knuckles went white. He stood there, head bent, heart broke, dignified. A hush, as
silent as a vault, settled on the room. Seized by his private, infernal Shoa reverie, he
peered past Jimmy Carter with a strange reserve in his eyes, a remote stare.”
Having placed his entire personal and political framework before Carter,
Begin then sought to avoid an immediate conflict, declaring a willingness to
participate in the proposed Geneva peace conference, under very clear conditions.
Consistent with his long-standing opposition to partial agreements, any further
transfer of territory could only be in the framework of a “true, contractual and effective
peace” treaty. Negotiations must be direct, and no outside power could impose a
framework.56 To prevent further talk of a “Palestinian homeland” or withdrawal from
Judea and Samaria, Begin presented the Americans with a model of autonomy for
the “Arabs of Judea, Samaria and Gaza”, that would stop far short of sovereignty.57
This encounter, which was by no means atypical, highlighted the substantive
conflicts between the two leaders, compounded by fundamental personal
psychological differences that greatly impeded understanding. Carter’s mix of
Southern Baptist upbringing and engineering approach to complex political and
ideological issues had little in common with Begin’s Eastern Europe-based
Revisionist Zionist background, steeled in the Holocaust. (In the academic literature
on the impact of culture on international negotiations, such differences are analyzed
in detail. 58 While Raymond Cohen has examined the “dialogue of the deaf” between
the Israeli and Egyptian leaders59, the communication and cultural gap between
Carter and Begin was no less important in determining the negotiation process.
Ultimately, however, both forms of cultural misperception and miscommunication
were overcome by the centrality of the common interests in reaching agreement.)
Upon his return, Begin addressed the Knesset to report on his visit, including
his response to the Geneva Conference “to be convened by the two chairmen: the
US and the USSR, in accordance with clause 3 of Resolution 338…”60 Begin
indicated that Israel was prepared to go forward in this mode, but only if the terms
were consistent with his long-stated requirements. Thus, he informed the Knesset,
the Americans had been told that Israeli participation was conditional on an
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agreement that the Arab states “will not submit any prior conditions for their
participation…”, such as Israeli withdrawal or guarantees regarding the outcome.
The work of the conference would take place through three “mixed committees” -Egypt-Israel, Syria-Israel, and Jordan-Israel.”61
After this meeting, and through Camp David and beyond, Carter and his
aides, including Vance, Brzezinski, Quandt, etc., consistently steered discussions on
the Geneva conference, including the role for the Palestinians, towards Dayan, and
later, via Weizman, and tried to avoid dealing with Begin. Much of the American
effort during this period was focused on gaining Syrian participation (after Assad had
left Kissinger waiting at the altar) as well as that of the PLO. In this process, the
Carter administration dropped many of Kissinger’s pledges, and issued a torrent of
public statements focusing almost exclusively on Israeli settlements as the main
obstacle. In meetings designed to reduce the level of conflict, Dayan protested
bitterly that the U.S. Administration looked at settlements as if they were the sole
cause of the decades long conflict.62 The rancor that characterized these meetings
was leaked on both sides, further souring the relationship. On October 1, when the
U.S. and USSR released a joint statement on the Geneva conference, the tension
reached a new level.63 This agreement suddenly brought the Russians and their proArab positions back into the center of Middle East diplomacy (after Kissinger and
Sadat had managed to shut them out five years earlier) and included reference to the
“legitimate rights of the Palestinian people”, without any prior notice or consultation
with Israel (or even analysis by the State Department). This term, which was a major
focus of statements by the PLO and Arab leaders, was viewed as code for support of
Palestinian statehood, perhaps even more pointedly than in Carter’s call for a
“homeland”, and as such was anathema to most of the Israeli political spectrum,
including the opposition Labor Party. At this stage, Carter understood that important
red lines had been crossed in the relationship with Israel, and Vance met with Dayan
in a crisis atmosphere to resolve some of the core differences.64
However, the damage was done, and both Begin and Sadat apparently
recognized that the Geneva concept was unworkable, and that another path was
necessary for them to reach their primary goals. The Geneva conference concept
began to lose ground, and the efforts that had been made to find compromise
resolutions for the many disputes became irrelevant.65
Indeed, Begin and Sadat had already developed an alternative path, based
on numerous back-channel communications and the secret meetings between Dayan
and Egyptian Deputy Prime Minister Hassan el Tuhami in Morocco in September.
After further exchanges, Sadat declared his readiness to come to Jerusalem and
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Begin issued an immediate invitation, leading to the historic trip to Jerusalem on
November 19 1977.

DETOURING AROUND CARTER
Sadat’s unprecedented arrival in Jerusalem, and the carefully crafted
speeches, discussions, and exchanges that took place, changed the environment
entirely. For Begin, Sadat and Carter, this meant that old conceptions and
approaches had to be rethought and new policies developed. Indeed, for the
diplomats, leading politicians, military leaders, decision makers, and other members
of the foreign policy community, and for the entire Israeli political structure, with its
deep involvement in the war and peace issues, this was a major earthquake.
Sadat’s decision to go to Jerusalem, to speak directly to Begin and to the
Israeli people, and to announce that “we accept to live with you in permanent peace
based on justice” and with “full security and safety” was undisputedly bold and heroic,
as was also true for Begin’s response. It would have been easy for Begin to hesitate,
delay or impose conditions that could have led Sadat to reconsider and thus kill the
initiative softly, but he did not take this path. Instead, rejecting the warnings of the
IDF Chief of Staff and others, Begin welcomed Sadat’s initiative without delay or
hesitation.
At the same time, although Begin and Sadat exchanged views, staked out
positions and repeated hopeful words of “no more war”, nothing substantive had
been resolved. As the Director General of the Israeli Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
Efraim (Eppie) Evron observed, “He made his speech. Then what? He took everyone
by surprise, and no one had the courage to say no to him ‘But then what?’“66 The
visit was too short and took place too quickly to allow for anything more than a
superficial exchange between the leaders of these two countries that had been at
war for decades. Their speeches consisted of general statements of objectives and
principles, but did not attempt to examine the details. (Although Begin and Sadat held
a private discussion at the King David Hotel, in which details such as demilitarization
of the Sinai were reportedly considered, it was far too early in the process to resolve
anything.67) And as became increasingly clear in the following months, the old
images, lack of information, myths and misperceptions remained.
Sadat left Jerusalem to face some criticism at home, as well as deep anger
and a political boycott in much of the Arab world, and many regimes broke off
diplomatic relations with Egypt. In Washington, the Carter Administration scrambled
to catch up with events, in order to avoid becoming irrelevant, and to lose any
opportunity to pursue its primary foreign policy goals. The result was to refocus the
objectives in order to maintain the momentum established by the breakthrough, help
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Sadat to overcome the Arab isolation and rejection (and to avoid losing power at
home), and recover lost American influence and control over the process.68
Of the three leaders, Menachem Begin found himself in the most complex
and difficult position. Once the euphoria from the first open visit by an Arab leader to
Israel began to wear off, Begin was keenly aware of the pressures that he would face
from many different directions -- both external and internal -- as a result of Sadat’s
grand gesture. Begin understood the potential benefits from this opening, but also
knew that if it failed to result in a peace agreement, Israel would probably be blamed
for failure. Having made the grand public gesture and taken a significant risk in
terms of his position in the Arab world, Sadat could wait while Begin was pressed to
provide a substantive response.
For Begin, this was far from a straightforward or simple matter. While Sadat
had indeed broken the long-standing Arab taboos, reiterated in 1967 at the Khartoum
summit, he had not given Israel the type of tangible assets that Begin was being
pressed to provide in return, such as the immediate return of some territory in the
Sinai. Three weeks after Sadat’s visit, Carter called on Israel to “meet Sadat’s
request for a statement on withdrawal”69 but Begin rejected what he viewed as a
major gamble on Israel’s future without a carefully considered plan of action.
Unlike Sadat, who, if not an independent actor, did not face a powerful and well
organized domestic political opposition or free press, Begin had to deal with strong
critics from both the Labor opposition and from his own party and faction in the Knesset,
as well as a hostile press, and angry core constituents, particularly among the
settlement community. This important political asymmetry, resulting from the nature of
Israeli democracy, was often ignored by the Carter administration, which preferred to
deal with both Begin and Sadat as “unitary actors” operating in a domestic political
vacuum. Many of the conflicts that occurred during this process can be attributed to
this fundamental failure in American understanding.
With Sadat’s visit, Washington’s role was reduced, at least temporarily, to a
messenger service, delivering invitations and responses (still an important role), but
without substantive input. The U.S. was out of the picture, and Middle East
diplomacy – the focus and indeed obsession of the Carter administration’s foreign
policy – was moving independently. This was not only a major blow to Carter’s
waning prestige, but also a problem in substantive terms. From the American
perspective, the combination of Sadat’s Egypt-first approach and Begin’s principles
created the possibility that the Palestinian issue, which, to the Carter people, was the
key and necessary ingredient to regional stability, would be relegated to a secondary
or tertiary issue on the agenda. With Begin and Sadat talking directly, and in closed
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rooms, the ability of Carter to play a leading role in guiding the peace process in the
Middle East according to his objectives and perceptions was severely undercut.
But the displacement of the U.S. from the center of the action did not last
long, and following Sadat’s departure, the need to build on this breakthrough via
institutionalized and focused negotiations quickly brought the Israelis and Egyptians
back to Washington for assistance. Sadat’s next grand concept was a full-scale
“preparatory” conference, including Israel, but also Palestinians, Syrians, etc., at the
Mena House in Cairo. This turned out, predictably, to be a flop, and Sadat was
quickly scorned and demonized in the Arab world. Further bilateral discussions also
revealed major difficulties (particularly when the Israeli-Egyptian Political Committee
reached an impasse in January 1978). When Israel and Egypt turned back to the
U.S. for assistance, the Carter administration was only too happy to get a chance to
regain the influence lost during the previous months of failed and tone-deaf and
culturally as well as politically blind diplomacy.
But there were also important substantive issues at stake, based on the
understanding that once the effect of the Sadat visit had worn off, and the
substantive negotiations began, the Israelis and Egyptians would have difficulty
reaching agreement. The view from Washington was that while the bilateral issues
between Israel and Egypt were relatively straight-forward and would be quickly
resolved, it was necessary to link these developments to broader Middle East peace
issues. In a memo to Carter, William Quandt, one of the senior Middle East policy
makers, warned that “By striking out at Arab hard-liners, Sadat is paving the way for
an Egyptian-Israeli separate agreement …”70, and this was not seen as stable or
sufficient in Washington. Ambassador Lewis observed that “Washington feared that
Sadat was going to give away the Palestinian cause” and abandon the goal of a
comprehensive peace agreement, 71 despite Sadat’s declarations to the contrary in
his Knesset speech and elsewhere. If this approach had succeeded, and Sadat had
refused to sign a treaty without endorsement of other Arab regimes or perhaps
waited for a comprehensive agreement, the entire peace process would probably
have ended in failure.
However, Sadat’s declarations and policies on this and other issues were
marked by a high degree of inconsistency, and he talked about tying bilateral
agreements between Egypt and Israel to a visible and significant gain for the
Palestinians. Sadat often called for full Israeli withdrawal to the “June 4 1967 lines”,
and the dismantling of all settlements, but he also expressed a willingness to accept
arrangements short of full independence for the Palestinians, and supported links to
Jordan and limited self-determination.72 On this basis, the Americans began to seek
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ways to use Sadat’s visit as a springboard for pressing the effort to resolve the
Palestinian dimension of the conflict. As noted, Carter and his advisors, including
Brzezinski, Quandt, and, perhaps to a lesser degree, Vance, came into office with the
view that the key to American interests in the Middle East was a resolution of the
Palestinian problem, in the form of a “homeland” (widely understood as referring to a
sovereign state, although this term was not used). While previous administrations
had also expressed opposition to Israeli settlement policy, Carter went significantly
further in emphasizing the Palestinian element.73 After recovering from Sadat’s
shock and the rejection of the Geneva conference route, the Americans sought to
use these developments to pursue their unchanged objectives.
When a quick achievement of a “Palestinian homeland” was understood to be
unrealistic, the Carter Administration sought to move towards this objective by
changing the status quo that had existed since the 1967 war, using the vehicle of a
“transitional period”. The process would involve “political autonomy”, as called for in
the Brookings study74 for the Palestinians – a convenient term that was presented as
consistent (at least in terminology) with Begin's own concepts of “personal
autonomy”. However, as will be seen below, the similarities were largely superficial,
and the U.S. sought to achieve an objective that Begin would not, and, politically,
probably could not deliver.
Despite the difficulties uncovered in their first meeting and deep distrust of
Carter’s objectives and capabilities, Begin and Dayan understood that to make
progress following Sadat’s visit, it would be necessary to re-involve the Americans in
a central role. As the Mena House meeting that took place in December, Begin flew
to Washington to meet Carter. In attempting to bridge the gap between his core
interests and values, meaning maintaining Israeli sovereignty over Judea and
Samaria, and preventing what he saw as the lethal danger of a Palestinian state,
Begin had already begun to formulate a detailed framework for autonomy, beyond
the outline discussed with Carter in July (as noted above).
As Prime Minister, Begin understood the need to present an alternative
proposal to the unacceptable concept of Palestinian statehood in Judea and Samaria
that had been adopted by the Carter administration.75 For Begin, personal, cultural
and limited political autonomy resolved the apparent contradiction between
maintaining territorial control of while not being responsible for the Palestinian
population. Immediately after he was elected and months before Sadat’s visit, Begin
developed the autonomy framework as an alternative to the Brookings plan and
Carter’s “Palestinian homeland” speech.76 The outlines had been formed many
years, or even decades before, and had been clearly enunciated during Begin’s
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period in the emergency and unity governments under Levi Eshkol and Golda Meir
during and after the 1967 war.77 During this period, he had vigorously rejected
proposals by Dayan and others that supported autonomy, warning that “the concept
of autonomy will lead to a Palestinian state”78, which was, as noted, entirely
unacceptable.79 But, as Yechiel Kadishai has noted, Begin also was familiar with
other models of autonomy that did not lead to statehood, and with Jabotinsky’s
endorsement of this approach, so that, in time, it became more acceptable.80 On this
basis, Begin raised the autonomy option with Carter and again in discussions with
Secretary of State Vance in August 1977.81
Thus, immediately after Sadat’s visit, Begin developed a detailed 21-point
autonomy plan as an alternative to a joint American and Egyptian demand for full
withdrawal back to the 1949-1967 armistice lines and from all of Judea and
Samaria.82 The proposal included some of Dayan’s political dimensions, such as the
establishment of an elected administrative council, ending the military government,
the choice of Israeli or Jordanian citizenship, and freedom of movement, and did not
assert Israeli sovereignty over these regions, but left the issue open.83
CARTER ACCUSES BEGIN: ROUND 1
Begin presented the plan to Carter in Washington on December 16 and 17, in
the hope of obtaining Washington’s support in gaining Sadat’s acceptance.84 Begin’s
autonomy was a far cry from the Brookings plan and Carter’s “Palestinian homeland”
proposal, and to the Americans, this effort was interpreted as an attempt to avoid
conceding the West Bank by focusing on Sinai and diverting attention “from the
Geneva path”.85 Despite the fundamental changes in the environment set off by
Sadat’s visit, Carter Administration officials remained locked into the Geneva concept
for months afterwards.86 Brzezinski immediately concluded that Begin's approach
was “certainly not sufficient for Sadat”, and recommended using the plan as a
foundation for Palestinian self-rule, “making it not the final point in negotiations but a
place or step along a broader continuum that would lead to something closer to
Palestinian self-determination.”87 This was clearly the opposite of Begin’s intention.
Even prior to Begin’s arrival, the Americans had already decided that his
autonomy framework was “disappointing”, and Carter declared that he was prepared
to apply pressure on this issue.88 A few days earlier, Vance had sent a cable
summarizing his Middle East swing in which he noted that “Begin’s plan for the West
Bank and Gaza would be very far from what Sadat wanted.”89 According to Quandt,
“Before Begin arrived in Washington, Carter and his advisors had agreed that they
should not be seen as endorsing Begin’s proposals.”90
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Nevertheless, in his discussions with Begin, Carter responded enthusiastically
to the Israeli proposal, terming it “constructive” and “a fair basis for negotiation”.91
Perhaps Carter sought to melt some of the ice that was created in his contentious
first meeting with Begin,92 but the President’s behavior suggests that other factors
and goals were also involved. At the end of the discussion, Carter phoned Sadat to
suggest “that he take Begin's proposal seriously, though it would not meet all his
expectations about the Palestinians.”93 This response may have reflected a basic
misunderstanding of the details, or been designed to return the Americans to the
center of the action, or maybe an effort to prepare Sadat and prevent what the
Americans feared would be a major disagreement. (Carter also sought to avoid a
situation in which an angry Begin would gain Congressional endorsement for this
autonomy plan, thereby furthering weakening the bargaining power of the White
House in this contest.94)
Regardless of the intention, Carter’s endorsement and call to Sadat was
followed by a bitter personal disagreement between the Americans and Israelis over
the content and response of this discussion of autonomy. The conflict presaged the
dispute at the Camp David summit in 1978 over Carter’s claims and accusations that
Begin had reneged and regarding a freeze on settlement activity. According to
Carter, the plan that Begin presented to Sadat one week later in Ismailiya on
December 25 1977, was not the same as the one presented in Washington, and
"was attenuated substantially”.95 Carter’s accusation was not immediate, and after
the Begin-Sadat meeting, he praised Begin’s “flexibility”.96 A few days later, press
reports claimed that Sadat was “unhappy with Carter’s stand”97, and then the White
House voiced its criticism directly and repeatedly.
Some analysts attribute the alleged changes to the results of an intense
debate that took place during a seven-hour Israeli cabinet meeting on December 22,
in which Cabinet ministers questioned the plan in detail, warning that “autonomy for
the Arabs of Judea and Samaria” would lead to statehood.98 To obtain approval on
this still secret proposal, Begin agreed to some small modifications, including the
introduction of a five-year review period, a statement that the question of sovereignty
would remain open, exemption of the Israeli settlers from the authority of the
administrative council, and explicit responsibility of the Israeli authorities for security
and public order. Other changes reflected the American input, such as the
introduction of an official role for Jordan in the form of participation in a joint
committee to deal with refugee issues and legislation (Jordanian law was still being
applied in Judea and Samaria.)99
However, the differences between the two texts were minimal, with the later
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version reflecting some clarifications that did not alter the substance, or explain
Carter’s quick switch from enthusiastic endorsement to angry denunciation. Begin’s
basic framework -- cultural and limited political autonomy, without a basis for
Palestinian sovereignty, the removal of settlements, or an end to Israeli security
control – remained unchanged. Indeed, after the Cabinet meeting, Begin reaffirmed
his support for the autonomy plan, declaring that although his belief in Jewish historic
rights in Judea and Samaria had not changed, “certain realities” have to be taken into
consideration.100 After the meeting with Sadat, Begin made the full 26 point proposal
public in a presentation to the Knesset, and following a difficult debate, in which the
internal opposition from within Begin’s own constituency was intense, Begin won
endorsement by a massive majority.101
Israeli officials, such as the Director General of the Prime Minister’s Office
Eliyahu Ben-Elisar strongly rejected Carter’s allegations, reiterating that no significant
changes in the document regarding Judea and Samaria had been made.102
Similarly, William Quandt notes that “the proposals were not ‘attenuated substantially’
as Carter maintained. (It is possible that some of the issues that Begin might have
indicated a willingness to consider during the discussions with Carter regarding the
scope of authority for the Administrative Council were not incorporated in the version
shown to Sadat.”)103
Beyond the substantive disagreement, the allegations of changes in Begin’s
plan between the presentations to Carter and to Sadat ten days later became a major
source of rancor in the personal and political relationships. Kenneth Stein argues that
“Carter thought he had obtained something more forthcoming from Begin than he
had given, and Begin thought he had received Carter's endorsement for his
Palestinian self-rule proposals.”104 As a result, “Carter felt that Begin manipulated
what he heard and what he did not hear for his own purposes….. This would not be
the last time that Carter and the administration thought or claimed they heard Begin
say one thing and found out later it meant something else.”105
This conflict and the role of cognitive dissonance in reinforcing previously held
images, highlighted Carter’s inexperience, as seen in his endorsement of Begin’s
proposal when it was first presented including the phone call to Sadat, followed by
the frontal attack. After Begin had left, Carter and his advisors looked at the
proposal’s details and implications more carefully, particularly with respect to their
own preferences for a political agreement based on Palestinian sovereignty. At this
point, Carter might have realized that he had made an error in adopting the proposal
without careful analysis, but rather than admitting this mistake, the administration
blamed Begin for changing the program. Whatever the reason, this incident
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damaged the relationship significantly, and Begin came back to this issue on a
number of occasions. For example, a month later, in a meeting with Vance on
January 16, before the opening of the meeting of the political committee, Begin
quoted from the record of this meeting with Carter, to which Quandt adds “as if to
imply that Carter had endorsed his proposals.”106 As far as Begin was concerned,
Carter had indeed endorsed his proposals, and then accused Begin of improper
behavior in order to back away from this support. From Begin’s perspective, such
personal conduct, particularly from the President of the United States, was clearly
exceptional, unexpected, and a major violation of the basic rules of diplomacy.
CATER VS. BEGIN AT CAMP DAVID: ROUND TWO
The conflict and the distrust, in both the personal and the political dimensions,
grew steadily during the rest of the negotiations until the treaty was finally signed in
March 1979. The December 1977 conflict over the autonomy plan was repeated,
with even greater consequences, in the final intense sessions of the Camp David
summit in September 1978. This summit took place after months of talks between
Israeli and Egyptian officials at different levels, and very difficult exchanges between
Begin and Carter, including a session in Washington that took place in March 1978,
in which many of the substantive, cultural and personality-based clashes were
repeated.107 Carter and his aides seemed to be unaware of the impact of events in
Israel, including major PLO terror attacks and the intense policy debates that were
taking place.108
Nevertheless, the continued discussions and pressure from Washington led
to a gradual closing of differences on arrangements in the Sinai (particularly during
the Leeds Castle talks in the UK during July).
In pursuing the Camp David summit, the Carter Administration based its
hopes on a successful outcome on a strategy in which Sadat would introduce a
clearly unacceptable proposal that would be rejected by Begin, allowing Carter to
enter as the “neutral” third party (or “full partner – a concept that was never accepted
by Israel, which emphasized direct negotiations109), imposing an agreement on both
sides. (According to Brzezinski, " we prepared an outline of what might be in such an
Egyptian initiative, what elements of it would be deliberately exaggerated, and how
the United States might then both ‘compel’ Egypt to compromise and apply maximum
leverage on Israel to accommodate.")110 But despite this secret strategy, the general
perception in Jerusalem, Cairo111 and Washington (with the exception of Carter) was
that, at best, Camp David would result in a broad consensus framework that would
become the basis for detailed negotiations on the two major tracks, as well as on the
linkage between them. In a preparatory session a few days before the opening of the
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summit, Quandt reports “none of us thought a full agreement would be worked
out…Instead, we hoped that a few key principles could be developed.”112
For Sadat and for Begin, one central component was the competition for the
support of the U.S. government, and while Begin feared that he and Israel would be
blamed for failure, Sadat prepared for exploiting the expected rift between Jerusalem
and Washington in which Cairo would be able to improve its standing. A close aide,
Tahseen Bashir, stated that Egyptian ambassadors were prepared for a post-failure
offensive that would “place the blame squarely on Israel”.113
Failure or even partial agreement was certainly not on Carter’s agenda.
Before spending an unprecedented two weeks locked away at Camp David focusing
exclusively on the negotiations, the U.S. president prepared intensely for this summit,
including pouring over detailed psychological profiles of the main participants,
prepared by the CIA. Carter’s propensity for “personal diplomacy”, based on the
questionable belief that international relations, in general, and the outcome of
negotiations, in particular, are the result of personal relations between leaders, rather
than perceived national and political interests, was a central feature of his Camp
David strategy.114 Quandt reports that “For Carter, the psychology of the meeting
seemed to be more important than the issues or the strategy.” 115 In this context, he
had the CIA prepare “psychological portraits” of Sadat and Begin, which, as Jerrold
Post reports, “significantly informed … Carter's understanding of the protagonists and
the strategy he developed for the conduct of the negotiations. Indeed, according to
Carter, they were among the most important influences upon the strategy and tactics
of his personal diplomacy with Begin and Sadat.”116
Expanding the approach developed previously, Carter kept Begin and Sadat
apart, while relying on Dayan, Weizman and Barak to “deliver” the Israeli
concessions. In justifying this tactic, American officials claimed that Sadat and Begin
were unable to get along, and in his memoirs, Carter stated that Sadat was repelled
by Begin’s behavior. 117 But on this issue as well, the evidence is at best unclear.
There were major substantive difference between the two leaders, but this is not the
same as and may be unrelated to the nature of the personal relationship. (In
rejecting Carter’s claims, Yehuda Avner notes that after Begin’s heart attack in 1980,
Sadat began a 14-page handwritten complaint about Israel’s decision to annex
Jerusalem with “a solicitous inquiry” regarding Begin’s health. “This was no mere
flummery. Although the pairing of the two men had seemed an unlikely affair at the
start, they had by now genuinely taken to each other.”118) The two leaders disagreed
on many issues, but the evidence to support Carter’s oft-repeated assertion that this
substantive disagreement prevented direct negotiations, or that the personal
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relationship dictated respective negotiating positions, remains ambiguous.
Based on the separation approach, after the initial sessions and with the
exception of the group excursion to the Gettysburg battlefield, “Begin and Sadat met
occasionally on walks ….But for the most part, except for the first few days…, Begin
and Sadat did not spend prolonged periods of time together.”119 Carter and the
Americans also sought to avoid negotiations with Begin, and it is not surprising that
Begin dismissed Carter’s claims to be “honest and fair in my role as mediator and
active negotiator”.120 In Carter’s version it was Sadat who “was convinced that Begin
did not want an agreement and would try to delay progress as much as possible",
resulting in the decision to separate them, but another explanation is that Carter
projected or attributed his own personal dislike of Begin to the Egyptian leader.121 (In
sharp contrast, in their versions of this history, Carter and his aides fail to mention
reports that Sadat came to Camp David with the expectation of a failed outcome for
which Begin and Israel would be blamed.122)
At the same time, by separating Begin and Sadat, Carter’s role as mediator
and go-between became critical to the outcome. Indeed, at Camp David (and in the
months of negotiations that followed), Carter demonstrated his determination to
broker compromises and maintain the momentum in the face of and despite the
instances in which Sadat or Begin declared a readiness to “scrap the negotiations”.123
However, after 12 days of discussions and negotiations, 23 drafts124, and
various crises, the Camp David summit remained deadlocked over key issues on the
Egyptian-Israeli and Palestinian autonomy tracks, as well as the linkage between
them. While the less critical dimensions could be resolved at lower levels, involving
ministers and advisors, Carter belatedly realized that the earlier strategy of isolating
Begin had failed. Decisions on the major questions required Begin’s full involvement,
and at the end of the Jewish Sabbath, on Saturday night, September 16, Carter had
no choice but to return to Begin for negotiations on the critical issues.
The leaders quickly agreed to disagree on some issues, such as Jerusalem
and the use of terms such as West Bank or Judea and Samaria, through the
exchange of letters in which each side could state its position. Begin reluctantly
conceded in accepting the use of the "legitimate rights of the Palestinian people", as
distinct from “Palestinian nation”, claiming that such an ambiguous phrase was
consistent with his concept of personal autonomy, and did not imply acceptance of
statehood.125 He also gained Carter’s agreement to add "Administrative Council”
after "self-governing authority", to distinguish this proposed body from a sovereign
legislature. Similarly, Begin’s other proposals for changes in the text were generally
accepted by Carter, such as regarding interpretations of UNSCR 242 under the
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mistaken assumption that these were of little significance in the long run. As Quandt
notes, Carter claims to have belittled the importance of these linguistic changes at
the time, apparently (mistakenly, again) assuming that Begin’s words could be
renegotiated or reinterpreted later.126 (However, according to Jerrold Post, prior to
Camp David, Carter had noted Begin's “preoccupation with language, names, and
terms."127)

At this stage, Begin accepted a very painful and difficult concession that had
been hanging in the air since Dayan’s initial discussions with Tuhami in Morocco, and
Sadat’s visit to Jerusalem, by agreeing to dismantle the Israeli settlements in Sinai.
In both public statements and closed strategy meetings with his top advisors
immediately before the summit meeting, Begin repeated the pledge to reject
pressures to close the Israeli settlements128, restating his promise to spend his
retirement years in one of the Israeli villages in the Sinai. (One of the major
shortcomings of the Begin government was the failure to prepare for key decisions,
including Camp David, in a systematic manner by developing strategies based on
likely scenarios and simulations.) Begin and Dayan sought to retain settlements
under Egyptian sovereignty, particularly in the Rafiah area and along the coast, along
with Israeli military protection for them. But they also came to the realization that for
Sadat and the Egyptians, this was unthinkable and unacceptable.
Thus, after long and difficult negotiations, Begin agreed to relinquish the
settlements and air bases in Sinai (to soften the blow, Begin insisted that the Knesset
be allowed to consider this proposal, confident that it would be approved129), and the
U.S. pledged to finance the costs of replacement facilities in Israel. As Elyakim
Rubenstein reports, Begin “simply decided that he could not forgo the opportunity”,
and was also aware of the criticism and pressure” if he was blamed for the failure of
the negotiations.130 In this way, Begin met Sadat’s key demand for full restoration of
sovereignty, and removal of all traces of Israeli presence in the Sinai following the
1967 war (except Taba, which was returned after arbitration). In this way, Sadat
finally achieved the objective that he sought in initiating the 1973 Yom Kippur War.
For Begin, this was very difficult, in part because it erased the penalties for Egypt’s
decisions to wage aggressive wars, and was thus seen as a dangerous precedent
that undermined deterrence of future Arab attacks.
Not surprisingly, the final issue on the table was autonomy -- the future of the
relationship between Israel and the Palestinians – that, from the beginning, was far
more central in the concerns of Carter and the Americans than to Sadat. In fact, in
the final and most critical negotiation session, there were no Egyptians in the room,
reflecting the reality that this dimension was primarily an American-Israeli issue.
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Quandt, Stein, and many others note that Sadat achieved all of his goals with respect
to Sinai, and was willing to accept Begin’s “basic West Bank/Gaza position”.131 Thus,
once the issues related to Egypt were agreed, Carter became Begin’s main
negotiating adversary.
Carter’s immediate goal, which was still based on the Brookings formula, was
to press Begin to freeze all settlement activity during the autonomy negotiations and
“to establish the institutions of self-government in the West Bank and Gaza”.132 The
Americans began the session by introducing a proposal to freeze all activity related
to land and building, and as well as on the numbers of settlers, but this was a nonstarter. Carter’s next draft stated: “After the signing of the Framework Agreement and
during the negotiations, no new Israeli settlements will be established in the area,
unless otherwise agreed. The issue of further Israeli settlements will be decided and
agreed by the negotiating parties.”133 This was not much different, and Begin again
rejected it, since an indefinite settlement freeze was tantamount to announcing the
eventual abandonment of Israeli claims in Judea and Samaria.
Carter kept trying, even at 1:30 AM, and proposed different terms in the effort
to achieve the same outcome. Despite the late hour and the exhaustive parrying,
Begin stuck to the red lines he had presented in his first meeting with Carter over one
year earlier. At last, Begin agreed to a three-month moratorium during the final
negotiations with Egypt on the bilateral elements of the treaty, to provide the
appearance of linkage. Carter kept pressing for more, and Begin said that he would
consider his request. His answer would be included in a letter to be delivered to
Carter the next day, and at this point, the meeting ended.134
The next morning, Begin duly sent the letter, which included agreement to a
three month freeze tied to the negotiations with Egypt. But Carter then claimed that
Begin reneged on the agreement of the previous night. Quandt notes that “Five
people—Carter, Vance, Begin, Dayan, and Barak—were direct participants in the
meeting at which the settlements were discussed, and each has given his own
version.”135 In Carter’s version, the agreed text read: "After the signing of the
framework and during the negotiations, no new Israeli settlements will be established
in this area. The issue of future Israeli settlements will be decided and agreed among
the negotiating parties. ‘It is clear and obvious that the negotiations applied to the
West Bank and Gaza.”136 Carter argued that since the discussions that evening
focused on the autonomy negotiations, it was implicit that a freeze for the duration of
the negotiations referred to these discussions, and not to the Egyptian-Israeli treaty.
However, Carter’s claims are contradicted by all of the evidence. Having
repeatedly and unequivocally rejected various formulations that would have
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amounted to an indefinite halt to settlements, the claim that Begin had suddenly
folded, and accepted Carter’s demand, is not credible. (The next morning, when the
Americans delivered the draft of their letter on Jerusalem, Begin also rejected that
language, further demonstrating that on red-line issues, he had not and would not
retreat.137)
Even under extensive pressure to side with their boss – the President of the
United States – Quandt, Vance, and others are, at most, equivocal on this point. In
his memoirs, Vance attempted to bolster Carter’s version, claiming, without
substantiation, that Begin changed his position when he became aware of the
adverse reaction of Israeli public opinion.138 But Vance’s notes from the meeting
itself reflect Begin’s unwavering refusal to commit to a freeze beyond three
months.139 Similarly, Ambassador Sam Lewis has also reported that “Begin was
quite determined about what he believed he agreed to and certainly never admitted
any doubt.“140
The other Israelis who were present also backed Begin’s version. Dayan
reported that Begin had only agreed to consider the president's proposals and to give
him an answer the next day.”141 Aharon Barak’s limited public discussion of this
session also backs this version of the events, and Quandt paraphrases his notes,
confirming “that Carter asked for Begin's agreement on a settlement freeze during
the autonomy talks, to which Begin responded that he would think about it and would
give Carter his answer the following day.”142
In contrast to Carter’s claims, and as the case of the previous friction with
Carter in December 1977, Begin again sought to reduce the friction, realizing that a
public brawl would not serve Israel’s interests. In an interview a few days later, Begin
said “There are some divergences of opinion about what was actually agreed upon
on this issue. But as my two colleagues Dayan and Barak who were with me during
the conversation with President Carter are now in Israel, I just have to consult
them."143 In his earlier publications, Quandt sought to support Carter and asserted
that Begin exhibited hesitation and even confusion as to what was agreed. But
Quandt also cites Barak’s notes in support of Begin’s version. And while Quandt
makes the best case possible in support of Carter’s version, stating that “Carter and
Vance felt they had Begin's essential agreement on all points”, in the end, he is
forced to acknowledge that the case is weak. “It is clear from most accounts that
Begin did say something about a freeze for only three months though he apparently
implied that it could be extended. …. It seems most likely that on Saturday night
Begin did not give Carter a firm agreement to a freeze on settlements for the duration
of the autonomy negotiations. But he may have wanted to leave the president with
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the impression that such an agreement had almost been reached.”144
Since his days as a prisoner in the Soviet camps, Begin always chose his
words with extreme care, even in the most difficult of circumstances, and the
Americans should have known this.145 Begin was apparently trying to avoid saying
“no” explicitly to the President of the United States, and to avoid Carter’s threat to
blame him for failure, but he was clearly not saying yes, despite the late hour and
tremendous pressure that he faced. In an understatement, Stein writes, “This
disagreement soured their relations for the remainder of Carter's administration and
thereafter. Because Carter openly and publicly disagreed with the Israeli prime
minister over a highly sensitive issue of Israeli prerogative, the settlements controversy repeatedly soiled Carter's already suspicious relationship with the American
Jewish community as well…..”146 Indeed, “No unresolved issue clouded U.S.-Israeli
relations more than the settlements controversy.”147
The battle for support of the American Jewish community was another
important dimension of the conflict. For Carter, the support of the Jewish leadership
was critical, not only in terms of domestic politics, but also with respect to the
success of the negotiation effort. Thus, Spiegel notes, “Carter repeatedly sought aid
from American Jewish leaders in pressing Begin to make concessions….. Snafus,
leaks, and misstatements constantly kept Israel’s supporters aware that the
administration was at odds with Jerusalem and with their own preferences for U.S.
policy.” 148 But Carter continued to work to turn the Jewish leadership against Begin,
particularly using the false claim that the Israeli leader had failed to keep his
promises.
In his defense, it is possible that Carter genuinely misunderstood Begin’s
ambiguous language, or, in psychological terms related to cognitive dissonance
theory, may have been unable to accept the fact that he had failed to move the Israeli
leader, whom he never really understood. Thus, Stein writes “Carter believed that
after he had met with Begin on September 16, he had a commitment from the Israeli
prime minister to halt [settlement construction] for the duration of the negotiations.”149
However, other evidence indicates that Carter was aware of Begin’s refusal to
go beyond the three months, but still claimed the contrary. When, as agreed, Begin
sent the letters on Sunday September 17, Carter declared that they did not reflect
what had been agreed. Quandt notes that “A red flag should have gone up for Carter
when he read the Begin letter on settlements in the West Bank and Gaza. In black
and white Begin had spelled out that a freeze on settlements would take place for
only the three-month period set for the Egyptian-Israeli negotiations. Carter told
Barak this was unacceptable, and read to him from his notes of the previous evening
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where he had written down the formulation he thought Begin had accepted.” (Later,
Carter claimed that Barak had confirmed his version, but Carter’s ambiguous memo
at the time noted that Barak "did not disagree with the agreed text.”) 150 Quandt
concludes that “At this time Carter knew that he did not have a clear-cut agreement
with Begin … It was an act of faith, to say the least, to think that Begin would change
his mind and sign the text of the letter Carter had requested.”151
But Carter’s behavior in this conflict reflected far more than another example
of the President’s propensity for “acts of faith”. On Sunday, before getting Begin’s
letter, Carter eagerly told Sadat that “he had obtained Begin’s promise about the
settlements”.152 When Begin refused to budge, “Carter's prestige was on the line
with Sadat for having made a promise he thought he had before finding out that he
did not have that exact promise. …..”153
However, as Stein notes, Sadat “did not care very much about the
settlements freeze” and a few days later, Sadat accepted Begin’s terms, stating that
the freeze on settlements was limited to the three-month period.154
Carter, who claimed to be only acting as a mediator between the parties in
this task, would not accept success, and continued to fight with and accuse Begin of
obstructing the negotiation, and far worse.155 Six years later, Carter wrote that his
most serious omission had been in "not clarifying in writing Begin's promise
concerning the settlement freeze during the subsequent peace talks.”156 This is a
further distortion of the record -- if Carter had been able to succeed in forcing Begin’s
hand on this issue, he certainly would have. This was not a mere technical error or
omission, but the clear result of the negotiation process, in which Carter had failed to
achieve his objective on this central issue. As Dayan notes, “The truth was that if the
US President wanted clear and specific commitments from us, he should have
demanded and tried to get them before the signing of the Camp David accords.
Since he was then satisfied with the limited commitment Begin was prepared to give,
he could not now blame us but only himself.”157
Instead, Carter has continued to blame Begin, using increasing blunt and
hostile language to distort the evidence and attempt to rewrite events, covering up
his own failures in the process. In his memoirs, Carter wrote “My notes are clear—
that the settlements freeze would continue until all negotiations were completed—
and Cy Vance confirms my interpretation of what we decided."158 And in a 1991
interview with Kenneth Stein, Carter went further, adding a major and totally
unjustified insult, long after Begin was no longer able to set the record straight. This
time, Carter declared, "I think Begin deliberately sabotaged the whole thing with the
damn settlements. He knows he lied. He hadn't left Camp David twelve hours before
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he was under tremendous [domestic] pressure. And when Begin and Sadat and I
walked into the Capitol Monday night to give my report to the world, Sadat and I took
Begin to the side and really gave him a hard time because he had just totally
betrayed the spirit of the commitments of Camp David. There was never any
equivocation when we left Camp David about the fact that there would be no
settlements during the interim period, during which we would be negotiating the final
peace agreement. That was absolutely and totally understood."159 Begin was no
longer able to respond, but the historical record, as presented above, clearly does
not support Carter’s allegations.
This conclusion is further reinforced by the continued efforts by Carter to
rewrite other parts of the Camp David outcome, including the text of the agreements
themselves. In a lengthy interview with CNN on the occasion of receiving the Nobel
Prize in December 2002, Carter claimed that in the Camp David Accords, “Israel
agreed to withdraw their military and political forces from the West Bank and Gaza.”
In fact, none of these claims can be found in the agreed text, and as has been
shown, Begin rejected all of Carter’s efforts to force acceptance of these terms.
Similarly, although Begin agreed to the inclusion of United Nations Resolution 242 in
the preamble to the agreement, he repeatedly and explicitly rejected Carter’s
interpretation that this text “prohibits the acquisition of territory by force and calls for
the withdrawal of Israel from the occupied territories.” During the CNN interview,
Carter also asserted, falsely, that “leaders from within the Israeli government decided
to forget or to ignore or to violate those commitments that they had made. And so
Israel has since then continued to occupy or colonize the West Bank and Gaza,
…”160 Carter’s language has not changed since his “Palestinian homeland”
comments in 1977, and he seems to be unable to accept the fact that he failed to
convince not only Begin, but all of Israel’s democratically elected leaders since then,
to accept his policy prescription. In this sense as well, Carter has created an
alternative version of Camp David that is not supported by the evidence.
WHERE CREDIT IS DUE: BEGIN’S CENTRALITY TO THE PEACE AGREEMENT
While all three leaders – Begin, Sadat and Carter – deserve the accolades
that they received for seeing this difficult and unprecedented negotiation through to a
successful conclusion, the previously published and accepted accounts of the
process, particularly with respect to the contributions of Begin and Carter, need to be
revised. Carter’s preaching, his “penchant for self-righteousness”161 the misplaced
moral sympathy for “Palestinian suffering”, and the antagonistic and unsympathetic
behavior towards Begin could easily have caused the entire negotiating effort to fail.
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Just as Begin’s election caught Washington unprepared, officials, including Carter,
were unable to comprehend and respond to the changes in the Israeli leadership
following the end of Labor Party domination. To some degree reflecting the attitude
of Israel’s Labor Party leadership, the Americans generally viewed Begin and the
Likud government as a fluke – a passing phase that would soon be over, with power
returning to the “traditional” Israeli leadership with whom Carter, Brzezinski, Vance,
Quant, et al, were more comfortable (perhaps forgetting the sharp friction
experienced with Rabin). Begin’s conception of Israeli national interests, his strong
commitment to maintaining Jewish historical rights in Judea and Samaria, his
perception of Israeli security as extremely fragile, and his belief that the creation of a
Palestinian state would mean the end of Israel, were entirely anathema to Carter, the
narrow technocratic problem-solver and “peace-making engineer”.162
For Carter and his aides, Begin’s unshakable commitment to maintaining
Israeli control over Judea and Samaria – both to avoid the perceived existential
threat from a PLO-led Palestinian State and also because of the historical links to this
land – was unacceptable. Other U.S. administrations before and after Carter
disagreed with Israeli settlement policy, and called for a freeze or withdrawal as part
of a peace agreement, but the extent of the clash on this issue was never so wide.
From Carter’s perspective, Begin’s refusal to relinquish the West Bank and consider
Palestinian self-determination and a homeland, in any format, was tantamount to
blocking all hope for resolving the Middle East conflict. But despite his strongest
efforts, Carter could not get Begin to accept this view. To reach the framework
agreement at Camp David and the subsequent Treaty, both Begin and Carter were
forced to accept major compromises, which Carter appeared to resent long after the
events.
As demonstrated, the Americans also appeared not to comprehend the
political environment in which Begin functioned, or perhaps understood but sought to
alter this environment by helping to return the Labor Party to power. But even if they
could engineer this political change, the Labor party was too weak and its leadership
too divided to make and implement the type of decisions that Begin and his
government were making. Kissinger’s difficult experiences in attempting to negotiate
terms of the disengagement agreements with the Labor led-governments after the
1973 war should have led Carter and his advisors to the conclusion that the same
problems would resurface. And beyond Israeli domestic political realities, the
regional obstacles to comprehensive peace, including the fundamental policies of the
PLO leadership, made such a grand resolution of the conflict entirely unrealistic.
Furthermore, on a personal basis, Begin was never respected by the Carter
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team, and National Security advisor Brzezinski placed him in the same category as
Qaddafi, Khomeini, Brezhnev among leaders who exploited the State Department’s
emphasis on compromise.163 As noted above, Carter even accused Begin of lying,
exposing the depth of the antipathy even further.164 (Begin’s concept of protocol and
honor precluded personal attacks in response, even after the U.S. elections, although
he admitted that he was “disappointed in Jimmy Carter”.165)
Given this perspective, it was still harder for the U.S. to contend with and
incorporate the fact that Begin’s harshest critics were from his own party and faction
in Likud and Herut. It was difficult for the Carter Administration to imagine or
understand that Begin’s willingness to make compromises, including the closing of
settlements and withdrawal from the Sinai, and to accept even limited autonomy in
Judea and Samaria, were fiercely rejected by those who accused him of treachery or
capitulation to American pressures. At the other end of the political spectrum, the
Labor Party and the Israeli Left attacked Begin for not moving quickly enough or for
not making generous concessions or taking the security risks that they might have
taken had they been in power.166 From the beginning, Begin was always caught
between these different pressures, and chose his political path very carefully.
From Sadat’s visit through the final stages of the negotiations, followed by
implementation of the treaty and removal of the settlements in Sinai, Begin
maneuvered this path carefully and successfully. His Likud-led government was
committed to maintaining the Israeli presence in Judea and Samaria, and this
commitment was not open to debate or reassessment.167 In their first meeting and
again on many later occasions, Begin told Carter that these areas contained the
Biblical heartland of the Jewish people, were vital to Israeli security and survival, and
were not negotiable, regardless of the stakes involved.
Begin fervently viewed demands for Palestinian self-determination and
sovereignty under the leadership of the PLO as being tantamount to creating the
conditions for the destruction of Jewish sovereignty in Israel and the end of the
Jewish people. As Begin tried to explain to Carter in their repeated and intense
confrontations, the conflict with the Arabs could not be compared to the American
civil rights movement, and the attempt to impose this framework was not only
misleading but fundamentally immoral. Begin passionately believed but failed to
convince Carter that given these circumstances, personal autonomy was the best
possible compromise. Instead, Carter continued to insist that Begin’s arguments
reflected a refusal to take the necessary steps for peace.
However, the record shows that within these limits, Begin understood the
benefits of a peace treaty with Egypt, but there were also considerable costs and
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risks. As a result, Begin was faced with very difficult choices throughout this process.
Far from being an isolated “Prime Minister under Siege”, frozen into inaction, Begin
was responsible for the overall strategy and for managing the process at the crucial
stages.168
After the Camp David summit and the negotiation of the framework
agreements, Begin continued to pursue these complex objectives. Had he regretted
the terms of this agreement, as negotiated tenaciously with Jimmy Carter on the final
night of the summit, as Carter and others have claimed169, Begin had many
opportunities to back away from the treaty negotiations and end the process. In
particular, he could have used Carter’s personal animosity and accusation, and the
efforts to rewrite the agreement reached regarding a settlement freeze, as a basis for
ending further discussions. Instead, as the record shows, Begin overcame the deep
personal insult and disappointment resulting from the intense disagreement with
Carter, and continued to focus on the efforts to implement the Camp David
framework into a peace treaty. (Two months after the Camp David meeting, in a
meeting with Canadian Prime Minister Trudeau in Ottawa, Begin noted that the of
decision to relinquish Israeli settlements in Sinai for the sake of peace "will be a pain in
my heart until the day I die". But once this pain was accepted, it was not subject to
revision.170)

Finally, in reassessing and reconsidering the lessons of these extraordinary
negotiations, some of the generally accepted conclusions and implications are shown
to be highly problematic. In many ways, the agreement at the end of the Camp
David talks was not, as usually portrayed, primarily the result of the full-time
involvement of the President of the United States, carefully developed negotiation
strategies based on psychological profiling, and a careful manipulation of Israeli
decision making structures, but rather, was the result of a complex process initiated
by Begin and Sadat, and their perceptions of the supreme interests of their
respective nations. The intense mediation efforts of President Carter and his
advisors were of course of major importance in bridging the gaps, but they also led to
major errors in managing this process. But these errors have largely been hidden
from view, and when President Clinton tried and failed to replicate this outcome with
Barak and Arafat in July 2000, he and his advisors discovered that deep Presidential
involvement was insufficient for agreement.171 In the Middle East, and elsewhere,
unless the leaders themselves define their interests in a way that promotes
agreement, the isolated setting and full-time direct involvement of the President
cannot produce an agreement.172 In other words, in attempting to understand the
singular success of the Israeli-Egyptian negotiations, Begin and Sadat’s contributions
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and their commitment to reaching an agreement constituted the essential elements,
and without these core conditions, the personal mediation skills of Jimmy Carter, the
strategies that he attempted to implement, and the political pressures exerted by the
U.S. government, would have remained insufficient.
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